
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Besamei HaTorah 
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By: R’ Shmuel Winzelberg 
 אנא ה' הושיעה נא

Please Hashem save now! 
A person stands and recites Hallel on Succos and cries 

out: "אנא ה' הושיעה נא" – “Please Hashem save now!” and 
he shakes his Lulav. He continues and says:  אנא ה' הצליחה"

 Please Hashem bring success now!” and here he“ – נא"
does not shake the Lulav. This teaches that when things 
are not good for a person and he requests salvation, he is 
prepared to shake and make changes, however, when he 
is successful he is not looking to move. When a person 
feels that things are good and calm – it is difficult for him 
to make any changes. When his situation is more or less 
severe, there is no person that will not make changes. 
Something to think about. (B’Noam Siach on Yom Kippur)
  
 

When Rav Chaim Brisker got married, he was not able to buy his 

own set of Arba Minim, and he would use the Lulav and Esrog of his 

wife’s grandfather, the Netziv. The custom in Shul was that 

the congregation would not begin reciting Hallel until Rav Chaim 

made his Brachah and shook the Lulav. One year, on the first day of 

Succos, when it came time for Rav Chaim to take the Lulav, he could 

not be found in the Shul. When the Netziv noticed that he was not 

there, he instructed the Shul to not wait any longer and to begin 

saying Hallel. A short while later, Rav Chaim appeared at the 

entrance to the Shul, and the Netziv hurried over to give him the 

chance to make the Brachah. Surprisingly, Rav Chaim refused, 

saying that he would explain why later. After Davening, Rav Chaim 

Brisker said to the Netziv that this year a question had arisen 

regarding the Netziv’s Esrog, however, he said, “The question only 

applies to me. It has nothing to do with anyone else.” The Netziv said, 

“If there is a question about my Esrog, then surely it applies to me 

just as it does to you.” Rav Chaim explained, “This year is the eighth 

year of the Shemitah cycle, and your Esrog came from Eretz Yisroel. 
Even though it is Kosher to use because it came from a non-Jew, it 

was harvested in the seventh year, and I am strict on myself regarding 

this. The Netziv said, “This too is a question for me as well.” The 

next day, on the second day of Yom Tov, at about four o’clock in the 

morning, Rav Chaim was woken up by a knock at his door. It was the 

Shamas of the Netziv, who had been sent to call for Rav Chaim.    

Rav Chaim was a bit disturbed, wondering what could be so urgent 

that he had to go to the Netziv at such an early hour on Yom Tov. He 

quickly got dressed and rushed to the Netziv’s house, and saw him 

sitting among a mountain of open Sefarim piled high. The Netziv 

welcomed him with joy, and announced, “I have good news for you! 

You can make a Brachah on my Esrog today without any problem! 

Immediately after our discussion yesterday, I sat down to analyze the 

question, and I have been working on it since then. It is now clear to 

me without any doubts that it is permissible to fulfill the Mitzvah with 

my Esrog!” The Netziv then began to elaborate the details of his 

reasoning, but Rav Chaim interrupted him and said, “Wait, I haven’t 

said Birchas HaTorah yet.” He then went to say the Brachos with 

Kavanah. When he was finished, Rav Chaim was surprised to see 

tears flowing down the cheeks of the Netziv, and he asked what was 

wrong. The Netziv responded, “How can I not cry, when a young 

Talmud Chacham like you has not said Birchas HaTorah by four 

o’clock in the morning?! What will become of the next generation?!” 

Rav Chaim was forever impressed by this. He marveled that to the 

Netziv, Yeridas HaDoros, the spiritual decline of the generations, was 

that he could not understand how a Jew could hope to grow and 

become great if he was still sleeping at four o’clock in the morning 

on Yom Tov! It upset him so much that he even cried over it! 
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The Vilna Gaon taught that Avraham Avinu was given 

the Mitzvah of Succah, based on the Pasuk, “VaHashem 

Beirach es Avraham Ba’kol”, and Hashem Bentched 

Avraham ‘Ba’kol’, with everything, which alludes to the 

Mitzvah of Succah. Why was Avraham chosen to receive this 

Mitzvah? Also, Ba’kol means ‘everything’, and it would 

seem that we are limiting his Brachah by explaining to mean 

only a Succah! Rav Yerucham Olshin explains that an 

essential focus of the Mitzvah of Succah is that we are 

leaving a permanent structure to live in a temporary one. The 

Sefer HaK’sav V’HaKabalah (Emor 23:43) explains that this 

is also a reminder that life in this world is only temporary, 

while Olam Haba is the permanent existence. The word 

‘Ba’kol’, in its basic form, is ‘Kol’, ‘everything’. Avraham 

epitomized this idea of being satisfied with what one has (see 

Pirkei Avos 5:19, Chassid Yaavetz). By living our lives 

feeling that we have everything we need, we are living in this 

world with an Olam Haba perspective, of everything being 

provided for us by Hashem. This is the reminder of leaving 

our homes to enter the Succah, and this also explains why 

this Mitzvah alone, defines and does not limit the Brachah of 

everything included in Ba’kol! 
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 L’Maaseh… A Tale to Remember 
After the Chofetz Chaim’s wife passed away, the 

elderly Tzaddik who was in his 70’s at the time, got 

remarried. His new wife came from a prestigious 

family, yet she was significantly younger than the 

Chofetz Chaim. During their first year of marriage, 

just a few days before Succos the Chofetz Chaim was 

building his own Succah, despite his old age. When he 

was finished, his wife came outside to look at his 

work. She said, “The Succah is beautiful! However, 

would it be possible to build the Succah over there?” 

She pointed to a different corner across the yard, far 

from the spot where the Chofetz Chaim had always 

built his Succah. Without saying a word, the elderly 

Chofetz Chaim began to take apart the Succah. His 

wife smiled and went back into their home. A few 

hours later she returned, and this time the Succah was 

exactly where she had requested. She said, “The 

Succah really looks beautiful, but I think it looked 

better where you had it originally.” Without saying a 

word, the Chofetz Chaim took apart the Succah for a 

second time and returned it to its original place. Hours 

later, his wife came outside again and said, “Now the 

Succah looks perfect!” Again, the Chofetz Chaim 

didn’t say a word. He just smiled in agreement!   
 

 

 

 בס"ד

Rav Yechiel Michel of Zlotchov was willing to spend a 

large amount of money to buy an Esrog, but, 

unfortunately, he usually did not have the money for it, as 

he was a very poor man. One year, Rav Yechiel Michel 

decided that he would sell the beautiful Tefilin that he had 

inherited from his father, the Maggid of Drohovitz. When 

word that the Maggid’s Tefilin were for sale, many people 

were interested in buying them. Rav Yechiel Michel sold 

them for a small fortune, and immediately took the money 

and bought the most beautiful Esrog he could buy. When 

his wife saw how happy he was, she asked him what had 

happened, and with much care Rav Yechiel Michel 

unwrapped his precious Esrog, and showed the treasure to 

his wife. She was taken by the beautiful Esrog and asked 

how he was able to buy it. He answered, “I sold my 

precious Tefilin!” His wife was outraged. She said, “How 

could you sell the Tefilin that you inherited from your 

father, for an Esrog that you will use for seven days?!” In 

one quick moment, acting out of desperation from their 

poverty, she grabbed the Esrog and broke off the Pitam! 

Rav Yechiel Michel just stood silently and looked at his 

broken Esrog. Finally, he said to his wife, “Really, I could 

get very upset. However, I no longer have any Tefilin, and 

I no longer have an Esrog to use on Succos, and now the 

Yetzer Hara wants me to do an Aveirah by becoming 

angry as well! But I won’t let that happen!” and he put on 

a smile. That very evening, Rav Yechiel Michel’s father 

appeared to him in a dream and said, “My son, you should 

know that when you sold my Tefilin to be able to buy an 

Esrog, it made a great impression in Shamayim. But your 

second act, when you had self-control and didn’t get 

angry, that created an even greater impression!” 
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Once, within a few days of Succos, a righteous 

Esrog merchant came to the house of Rav Yehuda 

Leib Chasman to show the Tzadik one particular 

Esrog. Although this Esrog was not particularly 

attractive, Rav Yehuda Leib decided to purchase it. 

However, before he finalized the deal, another set of 

Esrogim were brought to him, all of which were far 

more beautiful than the first one. Rav Yehuda Leib 

sat and thought for a while, and then said, “I certainly 

can’t afford to buy both Esrogim. However, I had 

already given up on finding a more beautiful Esrog 

and decided to purchase the first Esrog, although, it is 

not as nice as the new ones that were brought to me. 

There is a Pasuk in Tehilim (15:2) which says 

“V’Doveir Emes Bil’vavo”, that you should speak 

truth in your heart. I believe that fulfilling the words 

of this Pasuk is also Hidur Mitzvah, a beautification 

of the Mitzvah. Therefore, I will purchase the first 

Esrog I decided on, and in using it, I am using an 

esrog that is also Mehudar! 
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Pearls of Wisdom …A Word for the Ages 
The Manchester Rosh Yeshivah, Rav Yehuda Zev Segal, 

zt”l, would spend hours selecting Hadasim. When asked 

why he did this, he explained that he felt that his lengthy 

effort was a Segulah for Siyata Di’shmaya, help from 

Shamayim, in regard to Shemiras HaEinayim, guarding 

one’s eyes from seeing things that are not appropriate to 

look at. In addition, Rav Segal said that all the exertion 

and effort that one undergoes in building a Succah and 

purchasing the Arba Minim, is spiritually cleansing and is 

part of a complete Teshuvah! 

 


